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Abstract

Phylogenomics is extremely powerful but introduces new challenges as no agreement exists on 

“standards” for data selection, curation and tree inference. We use jawed vertebrates 

(Gnathostomata) as model to address these issues. Despite considerable efforts in resolving their 

evolutionary history and macroevolution, few studies have included a full phylogenetic diversity of 

gnathostomes and some relationships remain controversial. We tested a novel bioinformatic 

pipeline to assemble large and accurate phylogenomic datasets from RNA sequencing and find this 

phylotranscriptomic approach successful and highly cost-effective. Increased sequencing effort up 

to ca. 10Gbp allows recovering more genes, but shallower sequencing (1.5Gbp) is sufficient to 

obtain thousands of full-length orthologous transcripts. We reconstruct a robust and strongly 

supported timetree of jawed vertebrates using 7,189 nuclear genes from 100 taxa, including 23 

new transcriptomes from previously unsampled key species. Gene jackknifing of genomic data 

corroborates the robustness of our tree and allows calculating genome-wide divergence times by 

overcoming gene sampling bias. Mitochondrial genomes prove insufficient to resolve the deepest 

relationships because of limited signal and among-lineage rate heterogeneity. Our analyses 

emphasize the importance of large curated nuclear datasets to increase the accuracy of 

phylogenomics and provide a reference framework for the evolutionary history of jawed 

vertebrates.

Keywords

cross-validation; jackknifing; Gnathostomata; molecular dating; phylogeny; RNA-Seq; 
substitution rates; transcriptome

Introduction

Understanding the evolutionary relationships among organisms is a prerequisite for any 

biological study aiming at explaining key processes such as adaptive radiations or 

evolutionary convergences. Evolutionary relatedness is generally represented with 

phylogenetic trees, which need to be robust and accurate if one aims at obtaining credible 

macroevolutionary inferences. In the last decade, genome-scale datasets (phylogenomics) 

have revolutionized molecular phylogenetics thanks to their ability to yield precise estimates 

of phylogeny and more precise divergence times by reducing sampling error, one of the 

major hurdles in the pre-genomics era. Several methodologies have been used to generate 

raw data for phylogenomics using high-throughput sequencing. But besides the obvious 

advantages, phylogenetic inference based on genomic data poses numerous challenges. For 

the assembly of genome-scale datasets, these include the removal of contaminants (from 

symbionts, pathogens or food items in the original sample or introduced during processing 

steps such as human DNA or sample cross-contaminations), misalignments due to erroneous 

sequence stretches (often produced by sequencing and annotation errors in low-coverage 

genome assemblies), the effective detection and removal of paralogs, and the presence of 

large amounts of missing data, often aggravated by the difficulty of identifying orthology in 
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only partially assembled transcripts. Paralogy in particular can have dramatically detrimental 

effects on phylogenomic analyses1, but the robustness of tree topology to the inclusion of 

paralogs is generally not evaluated.

Because phylogenomics relies on hundreds or thousands of genes and taxa, manual data 

curation has become unfeasible and automatic solutions need to be devised. Phylogenomic 

analyses have generally relied on pooling evidence from multiple genes by concatenation or 

used “summary” coalescent-based species-tree methods. The size of genomic datasets also 

makes phylogenomics more sensitive to model misspecification (systematic error), which 

often translates into long-branch attraction problems2. Systematic error may be reduced with 

complex mixture models, but their application to large-scale phylogenomic matrices can 

sometimes become computationally intractable. In addition, phylogenomic alignments are 

known to inflate non-parametric bootstrap support values and Bayesian clade posterior 

probabilities, a precision not always accompanied by increased accuracy, thus rendering the 

interpretation of these support metrics difficult.

The above challenges regarding the quality of the data and the robustness of analytical 

approaches need to be carefully taken into account in order to produce reliable estimates of 

both phylogeny and divergence times. Jawed vertebrates (Gnathostomata) represent a good 

system to benchmark these challenges because of the availability of genomic data for many 

species but the remarkable absence of several species with key phylogenetic positions, and 

the relatively good knowledge of their phylogeny except for some nodes that were 

controversial. In addition, jawed vertebrates are among the best-studied organisms and 

include astonishing examples of convergent evolution (e.g., flight, echolocation, limb loss) 

and prominent instances of classic paraphyletic taxa such as "fishes" or "reptiles". Biologists 

have long been interested in understanding the evolutionary relationships among jawed 

vertebrates, first using morphological characters and later with sequence data. Molecular 

phylogenies have greatly contributed towards shaping the jawed vertebrate tree, in many 

instances corroborating classical morphology-based classifications, but sometimes 

establishing novel hypotheses such as the close relationship of turtles with crocodiles and 

birds. Studies relying on mitochondrial genomes (mitogenomes) have resolved several 

controversial issues3, but also recovered some unorthodox relationships4. Earlier molecular 

studies based on multiple genes obtained by classical Sanger-sequencing approaches have 

generally been limited by the number of genes or taxa, and were generally restricted to 

particular lineages such as ray-finned fishes5, amphibians6, squamate reptiles7, mammals8 

or birds9. With the rise of genome-scale molecular datasets, it became possible to use ever 

larger datasets in an attempt at solving the relationships in the Tree of Life, and many nodes 

of the jawed vertebrate tree have been confirmed by phylogenomic analyses based on 

datasets obtained by second-generation sequencing and typically focusing on particular 

gnathostome clades10–17. Despite this growing consensus, some phylogenomic studies have 

also challenged important relationships, such as the monophyly and internal relationships of 

amphibians18 or the position of turtles19, demonstrating that crucial aspects of the jawed 

vertebrate tree still require careful attention. Further evolutionary relationships also remain 

controversial because of incongruence among molecular phylogenies or with morphological 

evidence, such as the close relationship of iguanian lizards with snakes20–22 or the 

relationships among tongueless frogs23,24. Convincingly resolving difficult nodes requires 
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more than just a large number of genes, and instead a focus is needed on carefully avoiding 

and removing contaminations and errors in the data, and avoiding model 

misspecifications25.

Since their origin in the Ordovician (~470 Mya), jawed vertebrates have diversified into 

lineages with markedly different morphologies and life histories, including hyperdiverse 

radiations such as spiny-rayed fishes, birds, modern frogs (Neobatrachia) and placental 

mammals. As an appealing hypothesis, the main diversification bursts of these hyperdiverse 

radiations have been proposed to coincide with the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary5,15, but 

due to uncertainties in timetree reconstruction and methodological disputes on molecular 

dating, this hypothesis remains contentious, especially for mammals26–28.

Here, we use a phylotranscriptomic approach to reconstruct the backbone of the jawed 

vertebrate tree based on a dataset of unprecedented size composed of 7,189 genes for 100 

species representing all main gnathostome lineages (a total of 3,791,500 aligned amino acid 

positions). The dataset includes 23 newly generated transcriptomes from previously 

underrepresented clades occupying key phylogenetic positions, particularly early-branching 

ray- and lobe-finned fishes, lungfishes, amphibians and squamate reptiles. We devised a 

novel bioinformatic pipeline to assemble the largest and most informative dataset ever 

analysed for vertebrates (Supplementary Fig. 1) while focusing on the comprehensive 

removal of contaminants and paralogs. This dataset is subjected to thorough phylogenetic 

and molecular dating analyses. We present a strongly supported phylogenetic hypothesis, 

which is fossil-calibrated to yield robust divergence time estimations, thus providing a 

reference framework for the evolutionary history of jawed vertebrates.

Results and discussion

Phylotranscriptomic pipeline to assemble clean datasets

We developed a new bioinformatic pipeline (Supplementary Fig. 2) to assemble an 

informative and “clean” genome-scale dataset of jawed vertebrates using genome and 

transcriptome sequence data. For this study we collected RNA-Seq data for 23 previously 

unsampled gnathostome species representing key lineages. Sequencing effort for the new 

transcriptomes varied considerably among species (total sequenced base pairs ranged from 

1.5 to 26 Gbp; Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 1) and it correlated positively with (i) the 

average length of reconstructed transcripts (r=0.78; p=8.207x10-6), (ii) transcriptome 

completeness, measured as the proportion of recovered core vertebrate genes29 (r=0.78; 

p=6.173x10-6) and (iii) the total number of amino acids in final phylogenomic datasets 

(r=0.82 p=0.00066) (Supplementary Table 2). Despite considerable differences in 

sequencing effort, all transcriptomes were relatively complete (58.8 to 100% of the 233 core 

vertebrate genes were recovered; Fig. 1) and thousands of genes readily usable for 

phylogenomics were reconstructed (2,274 to 13,642 high-coverage genes per species, 

measured as human proteins at ≥70% length coverage; Fig. 1). Hence, deeper sequencing 

increased the completeness of transcriptome assemblies and the number of genes and amino 

acid positions in final alignments. Nevertheless, this tendency stabilized at approximately 10 

Gbp of total data (for example, 50 million 100 bp-long read pairs), after which a higher 

sequencing effort did not significantly increase the above performance metrics (r<0.5 and 
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p>0.05 in all correlations for transcriptomes with >10 Gbp of total data; Supplementary 

Table 2). Interestingly, genes missing in final phylogenomic matrices were essentially not 

different in species with shallow or deeply sequenced transcriptomes (assessed by GO 

enrichment tests with FDR<0.05 against the annotated set of 7,189 genes, run in Blast2GO, 

which suggests that sequencing effort does not significantly bias the types of genes present 

in final alignments.

The new bioinformatic pipeline established herein warranted the high quality of alignments 

by addressing key issues in data integrity25, including several steps to minimize possible 

contaminations, resolution of paralogy, masking of misalignments, and minimizing missing 

data. During decontamination steps, BLAST similarity searches were used to identify 

potentially contaminant sequences from non-vertebrates and human sequences (in this latter 

case requiring high-identity at the nucleotide level). To remove any remaining 

contamination, we devised a sensitive protocol that identifies extremely long branches 

estimated on a fixed reference tree to flag possibly erroneous sequences, which were then 

removed. Per-sequence missing data was minimized by merging conspecific sequences 

(typically overlapping partially reconstructed transcripts) with SCaFoS30, and unreliably 

aligned regions discarded. A new tool based on profile hidden Markov models (HMM) was 

used to mask erroneous sequence stretches typically produced by frame shifts in ORFs or 

incorrect structural annotation. We implemented an innovative paralog-splitting pipeline that 

specifically targets distant paralogs (those particularly problematic for resolving the 

backbone of the tree) and further assessed the effect in the tree stability of including various 

levels of deep paralogy in the datasets. In order to do that, genes were classified into three 

sets that contained zero (NoDP), one (1DP) and two (2DP) deep paralogs (i.e., duplication 

events predating the origin of major jawed vertebrate lineages), which were then 

concatenated into three datasets that were separately analysed: NoDP (4,593 genes, 

1,964,439 amino acids, 32% missing data), 1DP (1,162 genes, 668,132 amino acids, 36% 

missing data), and 2DP (1,434 genes, 1,158,929 amino acids, 39% missing data).

Backbone phylogeny of jawed vertebrates

The phylogeny was estimated based on concatenated alignments by (i) maximum likelihood 

(ML) under the site-homogeneous LG+F+Γ and GTR+Γ models and 100 bootstrap 

replicates in RAxML and (ii) Bayesian inference (BI) under the more realistic site-

heterogeneous CAT+Γ model in PhyloBayes. For computational tractability of large datasets 

under complex and computationally expensive models and to further assess the effect of 

gene sampling, BI analyses were performed on 100 gene jackknife replicates (~50,000 

amino acids and ~180 genes per replicate), which were summarized in a final majority-rule 

consensus tree. Gene jackknifing measures the repeatability of the phylogenetic 

relationships across genes, which are randomly sampled without replacement from the total 

set of genes31. We employed gene jackknife proportions (GJP) as a stringent test for the 

robustness of the obtained relationships because they were estimated under the more realistic 

CAT model and based on virtually independent gene sets, each containing ~2.5% of the total 

alignment, as compared to the ~66% of the total alignment used in non-parametric 

bootstrapping. In addition, we carried out coalescent-based species tree analyses with 

ASTRAL-II with 100 replicates of multi-locus bootstrapping on the three nuclear datasets 
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separately. All phylogenetic analyses of the paralog-free dataset (NoDP), including BI (Fig. 

2a) and ML on the concatenated super-matrix and species tree analyses (Supplementary 

Figs. 3-5), reconstructed fully resolved and almost identical trees that were highly 

supported: 88% and 95% of the nodes in Fig. 2 received respectively full (100%) or high 

(>75%) GJP. All major uncontroversial vertebrate clades were recovered with full support: 

cartilaginous fishes (Chondrichthyes) were the sister group of bony fishes (Osteichthyes), 

including ray-finned (Actinopterygii) and lobe-finned (Sarcopterygii) fishes; within 

sarcopterygians, tetrapods (Tetrapoda) were monophyletic and encompassed amphibians 

(Lissamphibia), mammals (Mammalia), turtles (Testudines), birds (Aves), crocodiles 

(Crocodylia), lepidosaurian reptiles (Lepidosauria) and snakes (Serpentes). Even using 

relatively small alignments of ~5,000 amino acids (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Table 3), all the 

above nodes were recovered with strong support. In fact, these uncontroversial nodes were 

also recovered by a large proportion of single-gene trees (58-96% of the genes; 

Supplementary Table 4) though with varying levels of support.

In contrast, some of the relationships that remained hotly discussed during the past decades 

were not unambiguously recovered by single genes nor by relatively small-sized gene 

jackknife replicates (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Tables 3, 4). Thanks to the use of a larger 

dataset, our analyses however effectively resolved these controversial relationships with 

maximum support (Fig. 2a). (i) Lungfishes (Dipnoi) were the sister group of tetrapods, in 

agreement with the latest phylogenomic results12,32, and topology tests rejected the 

alternative hypothesis where coelacanth and tetrapods are sister taxa33 (Supplementary 

Table 5). (ii) Amphibians (Lissamphibia) were monophyletic and salamanders (Caudata) 

were the sister group of frogs (Anura) to the exclusion of caecilians (Gymnophiona) 

(Batrachia hypothesis34,35). Both the paraphyly of amphibians and the alternative sister 

group of caecilians and salamanders (Procera hypothesis18) were rejected by topological 

tests. (iii) Turtles were the sister group of crocodiles and birds (Archosauria), in agreement 

with the majority of previous phylogenomic studies10,11 and the latest morphological 

evidence36. Topology tests rejected the traditional view of turtles as primarily anapsids 

(early-branching within “reptiles”) as well as possible sister-group with either lepidosaurians 

or crocodiles18. (iv) The earliest offshoot within salamanders was Andrias 
(Cryptobranchidae) plus Hynobius (Hynobiidae)34 and the alternative position of Siren 
(Sirenidae) as the earliest-branching salamander clade37 was statistically rejected. (v) 

Lastly, our BI tree supports a close relationship between snakes and iguanian and 

anguimorph lizards (Elgaria) (Toxicofera7).

Only 4 out of 98 nodes in our phylogeny received relatively low support (<75% GJP; Fig. 2) 

and we consider these nodes in need of further confirmation. Besides relationships within 

crown-group iguanians and turtles, this applies to the sister-group between anguimorph 

(Elgaria) and iguanian lizards which was sensitive to the use of alternative models (GTR+Γ 
and LG+Γ+F in ML; Supplementary Figs. 3, 4) or the inclusion of deep paralogy (BI on the 

1DP and 2DP datasets; Supplementary Figs. 6, 7), which recovered anguimorphs as the 

sister group of snakes (rejected however by topology tests; Supplementary Table 5). In 

agreement with Fig. 2a, coalescent-based analyses reconstructed an anguimorph + iguanian 

clade, which was robust to the inclusion of deep paralogy (Supplementary Figs. 5, 8, 9). In 

addition, only moderate support (75% GJP) was recovered for the controversial 
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position14,17 of armadillo (Xenarthra) plus elephant (Afrotheria) sister to the remaining 

placental mammals (Atlantogenata13,16), in agreement with coalescent analyses 

(Supplementary Fig. 5), and the two alternative resolutions were rejected by topology tests 

(Supplementary Table 5). These problematic nodes correspond to fast radiations whose 

resolution requires extended taxon sampling in addition to accounting for incomplete lineage 

sorting. Our study minimized the possibility of model misspecification by using also 

complex evolutionary models and assessing the stability of tree topology to the effect of 

gene sampling and deep paralogy. For definitively resolving the above nodes, we argue for a 

careful exploration using suitable methodology and increased taxon sampling.

Robustness to gene sampling: size of gene jackknife replicates and gene trees

The use of gene jackknifing (100 replicates of ~50,000 amino acids each) allowed 

recovering an almost fully supported tree and resolving a number of controversial 

relationships. To explore the stability of the nodes in our tree and assess the amount of data 

required to recover them, we further analysed four sets of 100 gene jackknife replicates of 

increasing total length (~2,500, ~5,000, ~10,000 and ~25,000 amino acids) under ML. 

Relatively short replicates (~2,500 amino acids) recovered 33% and 76% of the nodes with 

full and high GJP, respectively (Fig. 2b). Increasing alignment length to 25,000 amino acids 

led to an increase of 47% of fully supported nodes (Fig. 2b; Supplementary Table 3). The 

relationships among the earliest-branching salamander lineages (Andrias, Hynobius, Siren) 

were particularly unstable and required long replicates (~50,000 amino acids) to be 

recovered with strong support. Gene length positively correlated with the proportion of final-

tree bipartitions, more strongly for deep (>150 Ma; r=0.21, p<2.2 x10-16) than for recent 

(<150 Ma; r=0.13, p<2.2 x10-16) relationships, suggesting that longer genes correctly 

resolve more ancient nodes.

Mitogenomes and limits to phylogenetic resolution

To assess the phylogenetic resolution power of mitogenomes, we assembled a mitogenomic 

dataset matching the species in our nuclear datasets. Mitogenomic trees inferred by both ML 

and BI (Supplementary Figs. 10-17) correctly recovered some major clades with strong 

support, but failed to recover well-established relationships such as the monophyly of ray-

finned and lobe-finned fishes or the sister-group position of platypus to all other mammals4, 

even after excluding the fastest evolving taxa and using complex mixture models to 

minimize long-branch attraction artefacts (Supplementary Figs. 14-15). Besides stochastic 

error due to limited alignment length, these incongruences most likely originate from long-

branch attraction (despite using sophisticated models such as CAT-GTR), suggesting that 

mitogenomes are inadequate for resolving ancient divergences (>400 Ma) using currently 

available models of sequence evolution. The correlation between nuclear and mitochondrial 

rates is low (r=0.35; p<2.49·10-5; Supplementary Fig. 18) but still higher than expected from 

random datasets (r=0.13 ± 0.08; p> 0.05 averaged for 100 replicates). Hence, commonly 

assumed determinants of substitution rates, such as demography (population size changes, 

bottlenecks) or life history traits (body size, metabolic rate, generation time, genome size 

have to some extent influenced both genomes similarly, but other factors must be invoked to 

explain the observed rate disparity between the two genomes at many branches 

(Supplementary Fig. 18). These might include clade-specific variation in mitochondrial 
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effective population sizes, genome-specific mutation rate, or acceleration of mitochondrial 

genes due to selection shifts in respiratory function.

No general relationship among evolutionary rates, species diversity and genome size

Comparing 44 main clades of jawed vertebrates of ages >150 Ma confirmed enormous 

differences in species diversity, from 1 to 31,826 species (Supplementary Table 6). Species 

diversity was not overall correlated with substitution rate (r=0.18, p=0.25) nor were higher 

rates significantly associated with higher species diversity in a sister group approach (Sign 

test, p=0.13). Our dataset includes the entire range of genome sizes in vertebrates (from 0.4 

pg in pufferfish to 109 pg in lungfishes). Yet we found no association of genome size with 

evolutionary rate or species diversity (r=-0.28, p=0.061 and r=-0.13, p=0.44, respectively). 

Previous studies have also suggested that genome size might be associated with indels in 

coding regions38, but we detected no significant correlation, neither within conserved 

(r=0.1983, p=0.0722) nor within variable coding regions (r=0.0533, p=0.6325) as defined by 

the software BMGE (Block Mapping and Gathering with Entropy). The results of these 

correlation analyses were confirmed by a Bayesian joint modelling of the above traits with 

parameters of the evolutionary process at the sequence level (see Supplementary Table 7).

Divergence times of major lineages of jawed vertebrates

Genome-scale datasets have been shown to produce more precise and accurate divergence 

time estimates39, but this ultimately depends on the use of realistic evolutionary and clock 

models that appropriately account for among-lineage heterogeneities40 and multiple 

calibration intervals whose uncertainty and internal consistency is accounted for41,42. We 

applied an auto-correlated lognormal relaxed clock model and best-fitting sequence 

evolution model (CAT-GTR) to estimate genome-wide divergence times, averaged over 100 

gene jackknife replicates. We used a conservative approach to setting calibrations, starting 

from multiple well-established calibrations with solid paleontological evidence and used 

conservative intervals to account for dating and phylogenetic uncertainty43 (Supplementary 

Table 8). On top of that, the internal congruence among these calibrations was verified 

through extensive cross-validation procedures in order to remove any poorly performing 

calibration, either examining the performance of single calibrations41 or removing one 

calibration at a time to check the congruence between estimated ages and priors42. The 

performance of each calibration scheme (named C16 and C30) derived from the above 

cross-validation strategies was assessed in independent dating analyses with a test dataset (a 

subset of the 14,352 most complete amino acid positions from the NoDP dataset that was 

computationally tractable with PhyloBayes). Both schemes produced largely congruent 

divergence times, but C16 yielded more reasonable dates within turtles, frogs, neoavian 

birds, modern frogs (overestimated in C30 if compared with previous data; 

www.timetree.org) or iguanian squamates and snakes (underestimated in C30) 

(Supplementary Table 9).

To estimate genome-wide divergence times, we calculated averaged divergence times (and 

conservative 95% credibility intervals; CrI) across 100 timetrees based of jackknife 

sampling of ~15,000 positions and the more stringently cross-validated C16 calibration 

scheme (Fig. 3). The genome-averaged timetree places the divergences among cartilaginous, 
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ray-finned and lobe-finned fishes in the Ordovician, between 458 (CrI: 465–438) to 449 

(462–431) Mya. The first split within lobe-finned fishes occurred in the Silurian ca. 427 

(444–413) Mya and lungfishes separated from tetrapods in the early Devonian ca. 412 (419–

408) Mya. The split between amphibians and amniotes occurred in the early Carboniferous 

ca. 346 (351–333) Mya and the three amphibian orders separated during the Carboniferous 

from 325 (338–307) to 315 (332–293) Mya, as did synapsids (mammals) and diapsids 

(turtles, archosaurs and lepidosaurs) ca. 317 (330–299) Mya. The origins of the main 

sauropsid groups, i.e., turtles, crocodiles, birds, squamates and tuatara (Sphenodon), took 

place in the Permian from 294 (313–273) to 259 (288–226) Mya. The crown diversification 

of extant frogs, salamanders and caecilians occurred in the late Triassic to early Jurassic 

between 213 (270–151) to 186 (231–153) Mya, almost simultaneously with the crown splits 

within squamates ca. 204 (228–183) Mya, cryptodiran turtles ca. 202 (243–159) Mya, 

pleurodiran turtles ca. 191 (248–116) Mya, and therian mammals ca. 214 (257–169) Mya.

Estimated divergences are generally in line with previous time-calibrated phylogenies using 

different dating methodologies, molecular data and calibrations, particularly for the deepest 

splits in the backbone44,45 as well as divergences within amphibians6, squamates46, 

snakes47 and placental mammals8. Estimated ages for crown-groups of cartilaginous and 

ray-finned fishes are younger compared to previous analyses48,49, which is likely caused by 

the removal of incongruent calibrations in the C16 scheme (the C30 scheme produced 

estimates more similar to previous studies for these groups; see Supplementary Table 9). The 

younger age of cartilaginous fishes, however, is consistent with recent paleontological 

analyses50. Compared to previous time-calibrated phylogenies, we obtain older divergences 

for turtles51 and birds15 but our estimates are in line with the ages of recently discovered 

fossils of stem turtles36 and an ornithuromorph bird that pushes back the origin of the group 

to at least 130.7 Mya52. The Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary (67 Mya) in our tree is not 

associated with a notable concentration of divergences, but our dataset does not capture the 

crown diversification of several species-rich taxa that might have occurred in this period, 

such as spiny-ray fishes, modern birds (Neoaves), boreoeutherian mammals, ranoid frogs, 

gekkonid geckos, or skinks. We support a diversification of placental mammals prior to the 

Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary ca. 102 (139–73) Mya, in agreement with most previous 

molecular and macroevolutionary studies8,39.

Reliability of phylogenomic analyses

Inferring phylogenies can be difficult, particularly in the presence of ancient or closely 

spaced speciation events, and the use of genome-scale datasets poses additional challenges 

related to poor data quality and more importantly systematic error25. In principle, the jawed 

vertebrate phylogeny is a solvable problem, being devoid of excessively old divergences and 

mostly long internal branches (Fig. 2a). It thus represents a good benchmark to test the 

abovementioned challenges. Yet, poor data quality18 (Supplementary Fig. 1) can lead to 

incorrect results (e.g., non-monophyly of amphibians, misplacement of turtles). We adopt a 

phylotranscriptomic approach to assemble an alignment of >7,000 genes for 100 species 

with rigorous quality controls. The quality and resolving power of our NoDP dataset are 

higher than those of previous studies, including Fong et al.18 and the most comprehensive 

dataset analysed to date12, with 70% vs. 17% and 61% mean congruence respectively for 
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the two datasets, measured as the proportion of final-tree bipartitions recovered by single 

genes. The higher congruence of NoDP persisted after correcting for gene length 

(Supplementary Fig. 1). We thus confirm that RNA-Seq is a cost-effective method to anchor 

phylogenomic analyses, which can result in robust fossil-dated trees, provided that careful 

data curation and appropriate analytical methods are used. Moreover, we show that gene 

jackknifing allows stringently testing phylogenetic relationships and overcoming the 

limitations and possible biases of small datasets that aim to represent the entire genome, and 

that phylogenomics is resilient to limited levels of deep paralogy, as long as a large number 

of genes (>1,000) are used and internal branches are relatively long. In such cases, realistic 

models allow recovering correct phylogenetic hypotheses, even in the presence of extreme 

among-lineage evolutionary rate variation. In contrast, resolving closely spaced radiations, 

which were not targeted in this work, could require a detailed study with specific gene and 

taxon sampling14 and testing the robustness to model misspecification32. Overall, our 

results highlight the importance of data quality in phylogenomics, as well as the application 

of realistic evolutionary and clock models, and the validation of calibrations in timetree 

estimation, both a priori (based on paleontological data) and a posteriori (cross-validation).

Materials and Methods

An extended description of our bioinformatic pipeline and detailed Materials and Methods 

are available as Supplementary Information.

Assembly of phylogenomic datasets

New RNA-Seq data was generated for 23 gnathostome species using Illumina MiSeq (2x250 

bp) and HiSeq2000 (2x50 bp, 2x100 bp) technologies. Available RNA-Seq data were 

downloaded from NCBI SRA. Transcriptomes were assembled de novo with Trinity or 

MIRA. Species names and accession numbers are available in Supplementary Table S10.

Nuclear datasets were assembled using a new pipeline summarized in Supplementary Fig. 2. 

Briefly, proteomes of 21 vertebrate genomes (ENSEMBL) were grouped into ortholog 

clusters and those not containing data for all major jawed vertebrate lineages were discarded. 

The resulting 11,656 protein clusters were aligned and positions of unreliable homology 

removed. To identify and resolve paralogy issues, we implemented a paralog-splitting 

pipeline based on gene trees. The obtained 9,852 ortholog clusters were complemented with 

new genomes and transcriptomes using the software Forty-Two (https://bitbucket.org/

dbaurain/42/). Several decontamination steps were carried out. Any sequence contamination 

from non-vertebrates and human was detected by BLAST and eliminated. We searched for 

cross-contamination that can arise during library preparation using gene trees, and removed 

contaminants based on expression data. After eliminating overlapping redundant sequences 

that were too divergent, we filtered out incomplete or short sequences and alignments, 

leading to 7,687 genes. The paralogy splitting procedure was repeated to resolve any 

paralogy caused by the addition of new species, and gene alignments were classified into 

three datasets that contained zero (NoDP), one (1DP) and two or more (2DP) deep paralogs. 

Sequence stretches with unusually low similarity (usually due to frame shifts) were masked 

with HMM-cleaner (R. Poujol) and alignments were trimmed. For each gene, we used 
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SCaFoS30 to merge conspecific sequences and resolve putative remaining paralogy. A third 

decontamination step used extremely long branches estimated on a fixed reference tree as 

proxy for contamination.

Mitochondrial datasets were assembled from mitogenomes available at NCBI with a taxon 

sampling mirroring the nuclear datasets plus a few additional species to reduce long-branch 

attraction artefacts expected in mitogenomic trees (Supplementary Table 11). The resulting 

alignments consisted of 106 species (2,773 amino acid positions) and 95 species (2,866 

amino acid positions) after removing the fastest evolving species.

Phylogenetic inference

Concatenated nuclear gene sets (NoDP, 1DP and 2DP) were analysed separately using ML 

with RAxML v.853 under LG+F+Γ and GTR+Γ models and BI with PhyloBayes MPI 

v1.554 under the better fitting CAT+Γ model (selected after 10-fold cross-validation). The 

Bayesian consensus tree was calculated from 100 post-burnin tree collections, each from 

gene jackknife replicates of ~50,000 amino acid positions. Convergence was verified with 

the diagnostic tools of PhyloBayes. Branch support was computed from 100 bootstrap 

pseudo-replicates in ML, and from gene jackknife proportions (GJP) in BI. To assess the 

robustness to gene sampling, we analysed by ML gene jackknife replicates of ca. 2,500, 

5,000, 10,000 and 25,000 aligned positions under the LG+Γ model. Coalescent analyses 

were run in ASTRAL-II v.4.10.12 using ML gene trees as input (estimated under best-fit 

models in RAxML) and node stability was assessed as local posterior support and 100 

replicates of multi-locus bootstrapping.

The mitochondrial datasets were analysed by ML under MTREV+Γ and GTR+Γ models, 

and by BI under CAT+Γ and CAT-GTR+Γ models.

Molecular dating

Divergence times were estimated in PhyloBayes v.4.1 using best-fit CAT-GTR+Γ and auto-

correlated lognormal clock models (selected after 10-fold cross-validation), a birth-death 

prior on divergence times and 30 calibration points with uniform priors and soft bounds (see 

Supplementary Table 8). After cross-validation procedures (see SI Materials and Methods), 

we applied the C16 and C30 calibration sets to compute timetrees based on a subset of 

14,352 amino acid positions from NoDP (two independent chains). To estimate genome-

wide divergence times, we estimated 100 timetrees from 100 gene jackknife replicates of 

~15,000 amino acids from the NoDP dataset, using the most stringent C16 calibration 

scheme. Divergence times were averaged and conservative 95% credibility intervals (CrI) 

calculated as the absolute maximum and minimum values of 95% confidence intervals 

across 100 timetrees.

Nuclear and mitochondrial rates

Substitution rates were measured as branch lengths optimized under CAT+Γ and a reference 

tree (Fig. 2a) in PhyloBayes, independently for the nuclear (NoDP) and mitochondrial 

datasets, both pruned to a common subset of 78 species. Correlation between mitochondrial 

and nuclear rates was assessed by Pearson’s correlation among all pairs of internal and 
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terminal branches. We simulated 100 random alignments characterized by the amino acid 

proportions of either mitochondrial or nuclear datasets, then branch lengths were optimized 

on a reference tree and rates correlated as above.

Association of life history traits and molecular features

We estimated Pearson’s correlation after correcting for phylogenetic non-independence 

among the following life history traits and molecular features: (i) genome size (retrieved 

from www.genomesize.com) versus number of gaps in either conserved or variable gene 

regions (defined by BMGE on untrimmed gene alignments), (ii) genome size versus nuclear 

substitution rate, and (iii) substitution rate versus species diversity (tabulated from the 

literature), for 44 lineages divided by an ad-hoc cut-off of >150 Ma defined to capture sister 

groups characterized by obvious differences in species diversity. Nuclear substitution rates 

and species diversity were also compared in a sister group approach, assessing by non-

parametric Sign test whether higher substitution rates (tested by relative-rate tests) were 

associated with higher species diversity. We further used a Bayesian joint modelling to study 

the correlation between substitution rates, genome size and the number of gaps in conserved 

and variable gene regions.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Transcriptome sequencing effort and performance in phylogenomic dataset assembly. 

Histogram represent sequencing effort as total number of sequenced (clean) Mbp (million 

bp). Transcriptome completeness is measured as the proportion of recovered core vertebrate 

genes (233 CVG; Hara et al.29). Genes effectively usable for phylogenomics are 

approximated by the proportion of human proteins reconstructed at full (100%) and nearly 

full (>70%) lengths (in proportion to a total of 22,964 human genes). The completeness the 

relevant species in our final phylogenomic dataset is shown as the proportion of amino acids 

across all 7,189 genes (3,791,500 aligned amino acids in total).
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Figure 2. 
Backbone phylogeny of jawed vertebrates. (a) Bayesian majority-rule consensus tree from 

100 independent MCMC chains derived from gene jackknife replicates (~50,000 amino acid 

positions each) of the NoDP nuclear dataset, estimated by PhyloBayes under the CAT+Γ 
model. All nodes received full gene jackknife support (100%), except those displaying the 

actual value. The scale bar corresponds to the expected number of substitutions per site. 

Asterisks denote new transcriptomic data generated in this study. (b) Effect of alignment 
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length on the recovery of single nodes in the phylogeny assessed by gene jackknife 

proportions derived from the NoDP dataset.
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Figure 3. 
Time-calibrated phylogeny of jawed vertebrates. Divergences have been averaged across 100 

timetrees estimated from independent gene jackknife replicates in PhyloBayes, using the 

subset of most congruent calibrations (C16; marked by arrows) and best-fit evolutionary 

(CAT-GTR+Γ) and relaxed clock (autocorrelated lognormal) models. Credibility intervals 

(CrI) are calculated as the absolute maximum and minimum values of 95% confidence 

intervals across 100 timetrees (only displayed for key nodes; see Supplementary Table 9 for 
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detailed results). The dimensions of the scale is given in million years and main geological 

periods are highlighted.
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